Michael Moore as Willie Nelson
Michael Moore was born and raised in McKinney, Texas.
His passion for Willie’s music came at an early age. "I can
remember hearing his music coming out of my
grandmother's old AM radio," and even then Michael knew
that there was something unique about Willie Nelson.
Nelson's voice and unusual style of phrasing are hard to
match. Through many years of study and about a million
"Whiskey Rivers" later, Moore's ability to capture" the
country music legend's voice and style are considered by
many to be the best in the world. Michael is also an
accomplished guitar player and performs all of the guitar
parts played by Nelson in his shows.
When asked what kind of music he likes, Moore said, "Everything from The Carpenters to
Metallica." Michael has performed his Willie tribute show throughout the USA as a solo
artist and also with several top tribute shows including Cavalcade of Stars, Mirror Image,
Memories Theatre and Superstars Live in Concert, a BC Entertainment, Inc. production.

Bob Gill as Waylon Jennings
Bob Gill has been singing since his early preschool years and
has performed in a varied phases from a one man band show
incorporating the use of floor bass, guitar and beat box to a
six piece cover country band. He has performed in Nashville
and other venues across North America attracting growing
audiences along the way. He has several albums to his credit
and became interested in Waylon's music when he first
heard him in the early seventies and since then has amassed
a repertoire of most of the songs ever recorded by Waylon.
During his travels, he increasingly became compared to
Waylon in both appearance and vocal style.

Since Waylon’s untimely death in February 2002, Bob has had an inner desire (and destiny)
to focus exclusively on preserving for eternity the music of his idol. When you hear Bob
sing Waylon's music and close your eyes, you are immediately positioned in the midst of
fans at any one of the late and great performer's concerts. Bob, like Waylon, sings with a
style that seems to come from the soul and reflects both the joy and pain of a man who has
experienced each.

Alan Dryman as Johnny Cash
Alan Dryman as Johnny Cash in a style only Cash could have.
Through immense respect, dignity and love for Johnny Cash,
the man, Dryman sings the melodies and music of his
American legend.
As an accomplished musician and singer, Dryman brings
Johnny Cash back to perform songs such as "Walk the Line"
and Daddy Sang Bass." Equally impressive is the history
brought to life when you listen to the songs and music that
wind through the Johnny Cash years and invoke special
memories held by fans all around the world. The Legend of
Johnny Cash lives on through the melodic voice of Alan
Dryman.
Having loved Johnny Cash since he was very young, Alan Dryman has also played as Johnny
Cash on stages all over the United States, including a performance at the legendary Grand
Ole Opry in Nashville Tennessee. Standing tall, sauntering through a crowd of fans and
swinging the guitar casually upon his back, imagine all the strength of Johnny Cash poised
to bring a smooth melody such as "I Guess Things Happen That Way." Then smile as you
return to an era and you find your foot tapping once again to the tune of "Ring of Fire."
The feeling of Johnny Cash music comes alive through the love and dedication that Alan
Dryman has for the life and music of Johnny Cash.

